IN CELEBRATION OF ITS 65 ICONIC YEARS IN BASEBALL, THE TOPPS COMPANY WILL BE UNVEILING TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION™ IN DECEMBER 2016.

THIS ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME, EXTREMELY LIMITED RELEASE WILL REPRESENT THE MOST PREMIUM OF TRADING CARD EXPERIENCES.

Each of Transcendent Collection’s polished aluminum cases will contain:

- 1 Kris Bryant 1/1 Autograph Card featuring one of the 65 years of Topps designs
- 1 Additional Guaranteed 1/1 Autograph Card
- 1 Meticulously Honed 1/1 Anniversary Sketch Card
- 1 Oversized 1/1 Cut Signature Box Topper Card
- 49 Additional Autograph Cards Numbered to 52 or Less
- 1 Complete Set of Iconic Base Cards Numbered to 65
- 1 Complete Set of Sketch Reproduction Cards Numbered to 65
- 1 Invitation to Celebrate 65 Years of Topps, Featuring a Very Special Guest!!!

TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION WILL BE UNMATCHED BY ANY OTHER TRADING CARD RELEASE IN HISTORY.

CELEBRATE 65 YEARS OF TOPPS® BASEBALL WITH TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION, RELEASING IN DECEMBER 2016.
EVERY CASE WILL GUARANTEE AT LEAST ONE CARD OF EVERY SUBJECT!

EACH LIMITED EDITION CASE OF TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION WILL FEATURE A STUNNING ARRAY OF AUTOGRAPH CONTENT. LOOK FOR 50 AUTOGRAPH CARDS FROM THE MOST ELITE AUTOGRAPH CHECKLIST EVER ASSEMBLED.

EVERY CASE WILL GUARANTEE AT LEAST ONE CARD OF EVERY SUBJECT!
TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION

Each hard-signed autograph card will be encased in a gold frame and sequentially numbered to 52, in commemoration of 1952 Topps, the company’s first edition.

- Blue Parallel: sequentially numbered to 25.
- Purple Parallel: sequentially numbered to 10.
- Red Parallel: numbered 1/1.
- Black Parallel: numbered 1/1.

TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION WILL FEATURE THE GOLD-STANDARD OF AUTOGRAPH SIGNERS. EACH CASE WILL GUARANTEE AT LEAST ONE 1/1 SIGNATURE FROM THE FOLLOWING CHECKLIST:

- Albert Pujols
- Ichiro
- Roger Clemens
- Greg Maddux
- Nolan Ryan
- Reggie Jackson
- Rickey Henderson
- Carlos Correa
- Frank Robinson
- Kris Bryant
- Kyle Schwarber (RC)
- Alex Rodriguez
- John Boyega
- Hank Aaron
- Mike Piazza
- Bryce Harper
- Randy Johnson
- Cal Ripken Jr.
- Mark McGwire
- Chipper Jones
- Clayton Kershaw
- Don Mattingly
- Kenta Maeda (RC)
- Omar Vizquel
- Pelé
- Sandy Koufax
- Mike Trout
- Ken Griffey Jr.
- Buster Posey
- Carl Yastrzemski
- Johnny Bench
- Ryne Sandberg
- Frank Thomas
- Ozzie Smith
- Corey Seager (RC)
- Daisy Ridley
- Masahiro Tanaka
- David Ortiz
- Pedro Martinez
- and more.....
EACH LIMITED EDITION CASE OF TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION WILL ALSO GUARANTEE AN ENCASED 1/1 AUTOGRAPH CARD OF MLB® SUPERSTAR KRIS BRYANT.

Kris Bryant Topps History Autographs
Featuring 65 different cards, each showcasing Kris Bryant on one of Topps’ 65 flagship baseball designs (1952-2016). Numbered 1/1.
COLLECTORS WILL ALSO FIND A 1/1 OVERSIZED CUT SIGNATURE BOX TOPPER IN EACH CASE OF TRANSCENDENT COLLECTION. THESE FRAMED BOX TOPPERS WILL DISPLAY A VINTAGE SIGNATURE FROM ONE OF THE MOST COLLECTIBLE AND DIVERSE SIGNATURE CHECKLISTS EVER ASSEMBLED.

- Barack Obama, President of the United States
- Roy Campanella, Brooklyn Dodgers™
- Connie Mack, Philadelphia Athletics™
- Christopher Reeve, Actor
- Cy Young, Boston Red Sox®
- Gordie Howe, Hockey Star
- Babe Ruth, New York Yankees®
- Jackie Robinson, Brooklyn Dodgers™
- Jimmie Foxx, Philadelphia Athletics™
- Nellie Fox, Chicago White Sox®
- Kenesaw Mountain Landis, Baseball Commissioner
- Herbert Hoover, President of the United States
- Gerald Ford, President of the United States
- Jerry Garcia, Musician
- Red Auerbach, Basketball Coach
- Hillary Clinton, United States Secretary of State
- Jimmy Carter, President of the United States
- Robin Williams, Comedian

(Continued on next page)
• Dizzy Dean, St. Louis Cardinals®
• Joe DiMaggio, New York Yankees®
• Howard Cosell, Broadcaster
• George W. Bush, President of the United States
• Pete Maravich, Basketball Star
• Rocky Marciano, Boxer
• Ernie Harwell, Broadcaster
• Hank Greenberg, Detroit Tigers®
• Tupac Shakur, Musician
• Johnny Cash, Musician
• Richard Nixon, President of the United States
• Tris Speaker, Cleveland Indians®
• Johnny Unitas, Football Star
• William Howard Taft, President of the United States
• George Washington, President of the United States
• Jesse Owens, Track & Field Star
• Pee Wee Reese, Brooklyn Dodgers™
• Phil Rizzuto, New York Yankees®
• Stan Musial, St. Louis Cardinals®
• Warren Spahn, Milwaukee Braves™
• Bill Clinton, President of the United States
• Joe Frazier, Boxer
• Audrey Hepburn, Actress
• Ben Hogan, Golfer
• George H.W. Bush, President of the United States
• Harry Truman, President of the United States
• Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States
• Dwight Eisenhower, President of the United States
• Grover Cleveland, President of the United States
• Bette Davis, Actress
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• Eleanor Roosevelt, First Lady of the United States
• Ingrid Bergman, Actress
• Franklin Roosevelt, President of the United States
• Calvin Coolidge, President of the United States
• Vince Lombardi, Football Coach
• Gil Hodges, Brooklyn Dodgers™
• Mel Ott, New York Giants™
• Judy Garland, Actress
• Neil Armstrong, Astronaut
• Roberto Clemente, Pittsburgh Pirates®
• Sadaharu Oh, Baseball Player
• Lou Gehrig, New York Yankees®
• Satchel Paige, St. Louis Browns™
• Christy Mathewson, New York Giants™
• George Steinbrenner, New York Yankees®
• Roger Maris, New York Yankees®
• Honus Wagner, Pittsburgh Pirates®
IMAGERY FROM 65 OF TOPPS’ MOST ICONIC BASEBALL CARDS HAS BEEN EXQUISITELY HAND-REPLICATED BY MAYUMI SETO. EACH CASE WILL DELIVER ONE ORIGINAL 1/1 ANNIVERSARY SKETCH.

ALONG WITH THE ONE-OF-A-KIND ORIGINAL REFERENCED ABOVE, COLLECTORS WILL ALSO RECEIVE A COMPLETE SET OF ANNIVERSARY SKETCH REPRODUCTIONS, SEQUENTIALLY NUMBERED TO 65 AND PACKED WITHIN A NUMBERED ACRYLIC BOX.
Each card features a silver frame, is sequentially numbered to 65 and packed within a numbered acrylic box.

Transcendent Collection is limited to a production run of 65 total cases. Do not miss this once-in-a-lifetime collectible, arriving in December 2016.